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at Columbia’s $50 million student center was released May 2,
showing the designs for the five-story,
114,000-square-foot building that was
created based on student feedback.
The preliminary renderings detail the
college’s vision for a central hub for the college community, including spaces that will
allow for flexibility in events and activities.
Chicago-based architecture firm Gensler
won the bid for designing the building following the college’s programming phase
that began in 2015.
According to President and CEO
Kwang-Wu Kim, the compiled student feedback was given to Gensler to incorporate
into its official design. The building will
include a dining area, a fitness center, meeting and study rooms and a career service
center, among other amenities.
“It’s really thrilling,” Kim said. “Here’s
the fundamental thing that’s so exciting
AN OFFICIAL LOOK

about the student center: The process [of]
getting to the renderings was very organic.”
The center is still on schedule to be
completed in late 2018. While the funding sources have not been finalized yet,
Kim—who has often said the $50 million
will not come from tuition—added that
the “core” of the funds will be from the
sale of the University Center, 525 S. State
St., and from putting other buildings on
the market, including the 1415 S. Wabash
Ave. Building.
As reported Sept. 10, 2016, by The
Chronicle, Columbia—along with Depaul
and Roosevelt universities—put the UC up
for sale, and it is valued at more than the
$150 million it took to construct the building, with $127 million in bonds financing
the property. Besides students from those
three schools, students from Robert
Morris University also reside in the UC.
“We’ve been looking at a lot of our
assets, buildings that aren’t being utilized fully,” Kim said. “The trustees see
this as a way to repurpose assets.”

SEE CENTER, PAGE 8
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Front pages turned into
friendship, family
» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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was hiding under my blankets on my
new, wobbly dorm room bed when I
called my mom two weeks into freshman year—on the verge of leaving Columbia.
I felt like a fraud. Without any high school
journalism experience, it seemed like I was
lightyears behind my peers and still wasn’t
even sure what my career path should be.
Committing to Columbia on a whim because
I thought I could try out journalism seemed
so foolish, and all of a sudden, so did the
idea of living in the city after coming from
a small town. My twin-sized, leopard print
comforter was not enough to rein in all of
the crippling self-doubt and fear of failure.
It wasn’t much later that I discovered a
classmate had started freelancing for The
Chronicle—the main reason I chose this college—in the first weeks of her freshman year.
In an attempt to curb this aforementioned
anxiety—and probably out of a bit of jealousy—I got back in bed, under the same blankets,
but this time forced myself to not get up until
I pitched a story to the then-editor-in-chief.
My Front Page story from October 2013 is
framed on my wall, along with my first journalism paycheck for a meager $25. I credit it with
keeping me in school, studying what would
become the greatest passion of my life. I also
keep this first byline as a reminder of what
journalism is at its core: doing what scares you.
I have a post-it on my desk with the quote,
“The story is the boss.” While some coworkers
don’t find this quote particularly profound, it
keeps me from just doing the bare minimum.
Nearly 150 bylines later, the stories and columns I am the most proud of are ones that were
initially terrifying to tackle. Instead of letting
fear get the best of me, journalism taught me
to make it my key motivator.
After that first story, I became drawn to
shedding light on issues that are not always
discussed or are kept hidden. Over the last
three years, sometimes doing four stories
at once or struggling to put a 40-page newspaper together in just a few days’ time, the
exhausting—sometimes thankless—work felt
like more effort than it’s worth. Reminding
myself that we are giving those stories a voice
is what made it easier to keep pushing.
The Chronicle has helped me grow not only
as a journalist but as a person. I have created
lifelong friendships, fallen in love, gained a
newfound confidence in myself and realized
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how much I long to help other reporters and
OPINIONS
editors reach their full potential. Watching
OPINIONS EDITOR
Brooke Pawling Stennett
my coworkers’ successes—whether their first
front page story or receiving an unexpected
COPY
award for their work—brought me a joy I could
COPY CHIEF
Carolyn Bradley
COPY EDITORS
James Firkins
have never imagined, and even after I leave
Lauren
Carlton
I will enjoy watching from afar. The most
talented people I have ever met have come
GRAPHICS
and gone from The Chronicle newsroom,
SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Zoë Haworth
and they’re now like a second family to me.
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
Gabriel de la Mora
To Arabella Breck, Zoë Eitel and Lauren
James Tsitiridis
Kostiuk, your incomparable talent and tenacity
are the lifeblood of this paper. Thank you for
PHOTOGRAPHY
never letting me give up, and for being sisters to
SENIOR PHOTO EDITORS
G-Jun Yam
me even when we all wanted to scream
at each
		
Wesley Herold
PHOTO EDITORS
Esther Bell
other. I’ll miss watching dumb Vines, talking
Kevin
Tiongson
about “Shameless” and going on Cafecito runs.
To Chris Richert, I strive to one day be as
ADVERTISING
generous as you are to everyone in your life.
MARKETING CONSULTANTS
Noah Kelly
Not only do I credit all of my success to you,
Conrad Queen
but The Chronicle would cease to exist without
Micha Thurston
your dedication. Thank you. For everything.
To my first journalism professor
and assisWEB
		
tant faculty adviser Stephanie Goldberg, you
WEBMASTER
Lou Foglia
have taught me so much during my college
career from start to finish. If only I could
OPERATIONS
stay and learn from you longer, but at least
OFFICE ASSISTANT
Ethan Stocking-Anderson
I’ll have your hilarious Facebook statuses
to keep me company. To Len Strazewski,
SENIOR STAFF
your tough-love approach has whipped my
GENERAL MANAGER
Chris Richert
reporting and editing skills into shape, and
FACULTY ADVISER
Len Strazewski
ASSISTANT FACULTY ADVISER Stephanie Goldberg
I could never thank you enough for that.
As I enter the field, I don’t know if I’ll ever
love a newsroom as much as this one, but I do
know that its lessons will follow me wherever I go—whether it’s my next job or my
last. Not only is it what kept me studying my
craft here at school, but it is what will keep
me striving to learn for the rest of my life.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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Kim: We need
to keep pushing
forward

» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

I

n a final interview of the 2016–2017
academic year, The Chronicle sat
down with President and CEO KwangWu Kim to reflect on the year’s ups and
downs, the college’s continuously falling
enrollment and Columbia’s future in a
tense state and national political climate.
THE CHRONICLE: What comes to
your mind when thinking of this
year’s highlights?
KWANG-WU KIM: Overall, this was a
year that a lot of people pulled [together]
really hard on behalf of the institution. We
continue to be challenged by our enrollment, which means our resources are not
as rich as we would like. But, I’m impressed,
for example, that the faculty accomplished
so much with curricular review [and] putting new proposals forward. That takes a
lot of time and effort, and it told me how
committed particularly our faculty are to
moving our school to the next level.
This is a year that has given me a lot of
pride in the community, that so many individuals have taken on additional work on
behalf of the college because they believe
in the college. That’s another thing that
keeps me very motivated.

What do you wish the college handled
differently this year?
We need to do more communicating with
each other. Not that I’m this great communicator, but I think a lot of times people want to hear things from me. I’ve been
thinking a lot about how I can put myself
out in the community more so people feel
like they have more access to knowing what
things are happening [and] why.
My fundamental role in all of that is to
keep reminding people what we’re trying to
achieve and why it’s important. The challenge with communication is that you can’t
guarantee that people hear it or read it, and
that’s sometimes frustrating—knowing
what’s the most effective way.
I talked to some faculty and they said
big town hall events aren’t necessarily the
most effective. They were suggesting that
I go back to hosting ongoing breakfasts, so
it’s smaller groups of people, so it’s more of
a conversation.
Students experienced a year of tumultuous state and national political
climates with the election and the
ongoing state budget impasse. What
would you say to them about their
future and higher education overall?
The key is we as a school, or schools in general, have to be able to clarify the value

proposition of the education, [which] has
to be practical. We have to be able to be
convincing when we tell our students that
a degree and an education at Columbia is
directly helping students get set up for successful careers.
We’ve made a big piece of progress this
year with building up the Career Center
and making that a more robust piece of
the college.
To me, particularly at times like now
when a lot of things seem uncertain, the
ability to think independently is really
important, and that’s one of the fundamental roles of education.
How do you stay confident and keep
the college community confident
through another year of enrollment
and revenue decline?
What keeps me the most positive is our
students. I try as much as I can to directly
spend as much time as I can with students, hearing from students [and]
understanding what their experiences
are. Our students are different. They are
very authentic, have something to say
and inspire me. That is what keeps me
motivated: This idea that as challenging
as things may be, we have to keep pushing
forward because our students deserve to
have the best possible education.

What would you say to faculty and
staff as you reflect on their major
changes from this year, including the
staff union receiving its long-awaited
contract but also the faculty and staff
buyout program?
The fact of the matter is we cannot move
forward without the people that we have. I
keep trying to bring people back to the value
of their work. I’m trying to spend a lot of time
being honest about my understanding that
things are challenging right now. I don’t
want to pretend because that’s the worst
thing. I know and am constantly thinking of
ways to make improvements that will help.
This year has also seen different
approaches to addressing diversity,
equity and inclusion with the Undoing
Racism Workshops and hiring
Associate Professor Matt Shenoda as
the Dean of DEI. Is the college’s progress moving quickly enough?
I do think it’s moving quickly enough. We’ve
started to create a theoretical framework in
how we talk about diversity where we have
some sense of what we mean. Otherwise,
the conversation can go all over the place.
That’s the whole thing of the workshop.
We’ve brought them back in various configurations, and we’re trying to figure out
ways to expand it.
In terms of making things happen, the
[DEI] committee realized there has to
be someone in charge. It happened more
organically. I was really happy we were able
to put Matthew in that position because
he was already here, and he has that recognized expertise. He’s got a lot of plans
already [for when he begins June 1], so a
lot of things are going to happen next year
in terms of looking at policy changes [and]
group hiring in various areas.
What major projects are you envisioning for the summer and fall?
The student center is now ongoing, and I’m
trying to make sure we don’t lose our focus
on getting that done in a timely fashion.
The summer in general is a time for a lot of
planning. We’re in a stage right now where
we need to ask ourselves, “What are the
things we do that are most valuable [and]
what things do we need to do to make other
programs stronger?” I’m always pushing
people with the question, “How do we know
that we’re being effective?” We do a lot of
that thinking over the summer. For the fall,
I’m looking into rolling out some of these
new opportunities for more conversation.
That’s in the forefront of my mind today.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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Student winners announced
for WAC Mural Contest
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR
JUNIOR ART AND art history major

Melanie Vazquez never painted
murals before entering Columbia’s second WAC Mural Contest.
Encouraged to enter by a professor in the Art and Art History
Department, Vazquez reflected on
her Mexican Heritage to inspire a
mural that was announced April
27 as the first place winner.
“I’m still in shock,” Vazquez
said. “I didn’t expect to come out
winning first, but I’m happy.”
Her mural will be installed on
the south-facing wall of the 623 S.
Wabash Ave. Building, currently
exhibiting last year’s student
winner, former senior design
major Andrea Dunn. It will be
displayed for six months before
being replaced by this year’s second place winner Shelby Gahm.

The college community voted
on ten different student mural
ideas, according to Meg Duguid,
director of Exhibitions in the
Department of Exhibition and
Performance Spaces and adjunct
professor in the Business and
Entrepreneurship Department.
“The proposals this year fall
outside of what we often think
of as street art,” Duguid said. “It’s
great to have a diversity of projects
throughout the WAC.”
Vazquez said her family and the
divisive political climate inspired
her mural.
“My work’s not usually political, but right now with politics,
everyone’s getting so wrapped up
in it,” Vazquez said. “They forget
you need to take a step back and
remind yourself about your culture and heritage.
Gahm, a senior art and art history major, said she had also never

painted a mural before this contest but rather paints canvases.
“The whole idea of [my mural]
is flesh tone and neon greens, like
toxic sludge,” Gahm said. “It was
based [on] another painting I had
done about people being able to
[be] loving but they can also not
be so loving.”
The WAC murals provide a
sense of community to the South
Loop, according to Duguid.
“They have made this neighborhood feel like it’s a home for that
sort of work, and Columbia has
really taken the lead on making
that happen,” Duguid said.
Both Vazquez and Gahm agreed
having a mural on display provides
significant exposure to artists
within their community.
“They’re always interesting to
talk about because you walk by
them every day,” Vazquez said. “It’s
a way to get their name out, which
is helpful because to get people to
look at your work, you need people
to know about you first.”

» COURTESY MELANIE VAZQUEZ
Junior art and art history major Melanie Vazquez won first place in this year’s
WAC Mural Contest. Her mural (top) will be displayed on the south-facing wall of
the 623 S. Wabash Ave. Building for six months before being replaced by senior
art and art history major Shelby Gahm’s second–place mural.

aportalatin@chroniclemail.com

» COURTESY SHELBY GAHM
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Music Department Events
Monday May 8
Breakaway Vocal Jazz Ensemble at the Conaway
Singer’s Showcase

12:00 pm
7:00 pm

Tuesday May 9
CUP Ensembles in Concert
R&B Ensemble: Showcase in Concert

2:00 pm
7:00 pm

Wednesday May 10
Pop Rock Ensemble: Showcase in Concert

7:00 pm

Thursday May 11
CUP Ensembles in Concert
Fusion Ensemble in Concert
Composition 2 Recital at the Sherwood

2:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm

CAMPUS
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Faculty Senate
picks new president
as year closes
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

RAQUEL MONROE, ASSOCIATE professor in the
Dance Department, was officially elected
president of the Faculty Senate for the
2017–18 academic year following the last
meeting of the semester on May 5.

Associate Professor in the Dance Department
Raquel Monroe will replace Greg Foster-Rice
as Faculty Senate President.

During the first call to order, Monroe
introduced herself to the new Senate, which
changes annually, and expressed her eagerness to act as president of the group.
“I look forward to working with you and
other facets of the [college] to better serve
our community in its entirety,” Monroe said.
No official matters were addressed
during the first meeting of the Senate, but
members were asked to introduce themselves to one another. Once the first meeting
adjourned, standing committee members
met with one another to elect officers for
the year ahead.
Former Senate President and Associate
Professor in the Photography Department
Greg Foster-Rice thanked last year’s Senate
for their work.
“This has been a challenging two years for
us at the college,” Foster-Rice said. “We all
hoped that we would be further along with
the Strategic Plan and that the ride to this
point would have been a little bit smoother.
But I also want to state that I am very emboldened by the progress we have made so far. I
am confident that we have a plan, and I’m
even more confident that we have a mission
and a vision to fulfill.”
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com
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Student awarded music
residency in River North
» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER
SENIOR MUSIC MAJOR Jeremy
Gentry proved he has “style” after
his cover of the Taylor Swift hit won
him a position as the first Musician
in Residence at a new River North
apartment complex. The honor
includes a free year of rent.
Exhibit on Superior, located
at 165 W. Superior St., opened in
January, according to the building’s
property manager, Deanna Yates.
The building selected Gentry from
four finalists to perform a minimum of 30 hours a month at the
residence for the next year.
Gentry found out about the
competition March 27, the day
before audition submissions were
due and chose “Style” because it
was a song he performed while
auditioning for NBC’s “The Voice”
last October, he said.

“I picked a song I had been doing
for a while and was comfortable
with it,” Gentry said. “I liked it
because I took this popular song
and flipped it on its head and made
it my own.”
The top video auditions were
selected by the staff at Exhibit and
narrowed down to four finalists
who performed for residents and
the property owners, Magellan
Development Group, April 20. The
audience then selected Gentry by
popular vote.
“We wanted to make sure the
residents were happy, and that
this wasn’t something that was
chosen for them,” Yates said. “His
personality really shone through,
and you could tell he not only was
a great musician but was really in
love with music.”
The building has a “coffeeshop” feel, according to Yates, and
Gentry’s acoustic performances

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Senior music major Jeremy Gentry will be the Musician in Residence at a new
apartment building, Exhibit on Superior at 165 W. Superior, starting June 1.

will add to the artistic community
within the building and River
North. She added that this position
was created as a way to give back
to performers while building a
community within Exhibit.
Gentry said he could not believe
that he had won the competition
or that he would soon be living

in a fully furnished apartment in
River North rent-free.
“It is going to give me freedom
not only financially but time to
really follow my career and figure
out what my next steps are going
to be,” Gentry said. “It is really
the perfect situation for a college
student that is just graduating.”

Donald Neale, an adjunct faculty
member in the Music Department
who taught Gentry during three
semesters of piano lessons and
worked with him while directing
Columbia’s Pop Orchestra, said
this new position will provide
Gentry with the opportunity to
make connections.
“He has that star quality, and
you root for him as soon as you
see him,” Neale said. “This will
give him much more performing
opportunities and benefits from
staying in Chicago and the
musicians he can network with.”
Gentry said he cannot wait to
play for crowds, events and give
residents music lessons and also
hopes to learn how to connect with
an audience and also debut some
of his own original music.
“I am super excited for this
next year—obviously to be at this
building and have this opportunity
but also about the future and what
comes next,” Gentry said. “I am
ready for whatever it is going to be.”
msobotka@chroniclemail.com

Chicago

Saturday, May 20, 2017
ISC’s 3rd annual Chicago Science Festival is a wow-inspiring, mind-expanding
celebration of science & technology at Chicago’s Merchandise Mart.
A $30 all-day pass gets you access to presentations on the Science of…
marijuana, brain’s connectome, your microbiome, prosthetic limbs, evolving
viruses for cancer drugs, sleep research, technology of electric cars, the
addicted brain, smart grid technology, and more!
Plus demos including edible insects, the revolutionary Oleo Sponge, prosthetic
limbs, solar panels, and the opportunity to test-drive an electric car.

Program details and tickets at ChicagoScienceFest.org
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buildings, and just decided that
Gensler seemed like the best fit.”
Columbia’s collaboration with
Vitale said the company underGensler is not its first. According stood Columbia’s need for a stuto its website, the firm has worked dent center so students can gather
on more than 125 Columbia proj- and collaborate with each other.
ects, including current renova“All [of Columbia’s] departments
tions to the Getz Theatre, 72 E. are in individual buildings, and to
11th St.
create innovative environments
According to Brian Vitale, and to be innovative, you need to
principle and design director for start remixing things in many
Gensler, the company recently ways,” Vitale said. “The thought
finished designing and constructing a business school center for
the University of Kansas, which
combined both faculty and student populations in one building
for intersection between the
two groups.
Though the architecture firm
from the programming phase,
Solomon Cordwell Buenz, also
bid for the center design, Kim was, ‘How do we get people from
said Gensler was most in-tune those really diverse departments
with Columbia’s needs.
that are siloed right now into a
“Gensler made the most compel- building and have them start to
ling argument,” Kim said. “They commingle with each other?’”
seemed like they were the most in
Vitale said the center’s main
touch with what we were thinking. goal is to allow students to be
We examined each of the compa- more aware of each other and their
ny’s experience in building similar work, and the building is designed

to have flexible spaces but will be
more “ambiguous” the closer you
are to the outside of the building.
“I hope they walk out of this
building seeing the world differently after having been able to see
all the different facets of Columbia
rather than just their own,” Vitale
said. “It’s going to be great place to
hang out [and] be inspired.”
Elana Schmidt, director of
communications for Student

using it,” Schmidt said. “I’ve heard for the Student Government
a lot of opinions from other people, Association and junior theatre
and they’re on the same page. I’m major, said even though the center
very on-the-fence about it.”
may not be necessary, she thinks
Schmidt added that she and students will benefit from the
other students have questioned building’s amenities.
the center and why the college is
Bracey said she is concerned
not directing funding into other that the cost of the building will
programs instead.
end up hurting the college but
“With students I’ve spoken thinks it will be a good addition
to, they’re more worried about, to the college’s campus.
‘Oh, what about our courses, our
“We’ve now seen some of those
things we suggested being implemented into the preliminary
plans, so that is really exciting,”
she said.
Kim said the new student center is a “visual, powerful, fiscal
manifestation” of the college’s
commitment to student success.
“Hopefully what students will
ELANA SCHMIDT find in this student center is new
Programming Board and sopho- departments? Why is this new opportunities to co-create and
more business and entrepreneur- building getting built if there co-imagine,” he said. “I hope
ship major, said she has doubts the are still issues funding certain there’s a lot more opportunities
center will be successful or if it is programs?’” Schmidt said. “I just for students to interact with induscompletely necessary.
think, ‘Wow, $50 million could do try, and for industry in the city
“The whole background of why a lot of things for Columbia besides and beyond to find our students,
they want it is a good idea; I’m just just a new building.’”
because now there will be a place.”
worried more about the execution,
Bree Bracey, executive vice
the funding and students actually president of communications
chronicle@colum.edu

$50 million could do a lot of things for
Columbia besides just a new building.
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» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

» FILE PHOTO
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR
THIS YEAR BROUGHT change in many forms
to Columbia, Chicago and the entire country. Students and Chicagoans celebrated
triumphs, mourned losses, demonstrated
support and disapproval and helped define
the year as remarkable.
Columbia saw its first major change of
the 2016–2017 academic year in July 2016
when former Vice President of Student
Success Mark Kelly, one of the college’s
best-known and longest serving administrators, announced he was leaving the
college after 32 years to accept a new position as commissioner of the Department of
Cultural Affairs and Special Events for the
City of Chicago. Although he officially said
farewell to the college community July 28,
2016, he was invited back to the college to
receive an honorary degree at this year’s
commencement ceremonies.
Vice President of Student Affairs Sharon
Wilson-Taylor was named Kelly’s interim
successor shortly before receiving the permanent position—one of many appointments the college made throughout the
year. Others included Chief Financial
Officer Jerry Tarrer, Dean of Students John
Pelrine, Faculty Ombudswoman Connie
Meyers—who left the college after eight
weeks—Vice President for Development
and Alumni Relations Shawn Wax and
Dean of Academic Diversity, Equity &
Inclusion Matthew Shenoda.
While Columbia spent the summer
preparing for the upcoming year, the U.S.
was faced with tragedy after the Orlando
shooting at the Pulse nightclub on June
12, 2016—the deadliest mass shooting by
a lone gunman to date. Americans across
the country mourned those whose lives
were lost, and in Chicago, a vigil was held
the evening of the shooting in Chicago’s
Boystown neighborhood.

Classes kicked off with the annual New
Student Convocation Sept. 2, 2016—the
first without Kelly’s “Hell Yeah” liturgy—
at which college officials encouraged
students to stay true to themselves and
make the most of their Columbia experience. President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim
welcomed students and urged them to take
advantage of Columbia’s opportunities.
Despite predictions that the college
would finally halt its declining enrollment, Columbia continued to report drops
at the start of the Fall 2016 Semester,
bringing the college to a 20-year low that
continued into the Spring 2017 Semester.
The college finished with a total enrollment of 7,179 students.
Curricular review and departmental
restructuring continued throughout the
year. A Sept. 9, 2016, email to students
announced a proposal to cancel the
Fashion Studies BFA program and adapt
the Fashion BA major to industry demands
but left students and faculty angry and
confused, some of whom created an
online petition.
Departments within the School of
Media Arts were combined for the Fall
2017 Semester. These included mergers
of the Communication and Radio departments; Television and Cinema Art and
Science departments; and the Animation
Program, which will become part of the
Interactive Arts and Media Department.
Now in its second year of implementation, the college’s Strategic Plan activity
included other major curricular proposals
as well as diversity, equity and inclusion
efforts like the Undoing Racism workshops
and Shenoda’s appointment.
Chicago’s sports fans witnessed history
being made in early November with the
Chicago Cubs’ World Series win. The longawaited win brought joy to Chicagoans
whose celebrations began the night of
and continued to Nov. 4, 2016, when an

estimated five million fans attended a
downtown parade to celebrate the win
alongside Cubs teammates.
The streets were packed once more
to protest the election of now-President
Donald Trump on Nov. 9, 2016, as well as
to demonstrate ongoing resistance for
his Jan. 20 inauguration. His presidency
sparked other protests, including the Jan.
21 Chicago Women’s March and the April
22 March for Science.
College officials reaffirmed their support of international students following
Trump’s executive order on Jan. 27 banning
immigrants from seven predominantly
Muslim countries. A Jan. 31 statement from
International Student Affairs Office offered
support and advised visa holders to refrain
from traveling until further information
was known.
The school announced a 4 percent tuition
increase for the 2017–2018 year Nov. 15,
2016, raising tuition to $25,580. Students
taking six or more credits were assessed
a $150 technology fee beginning in the
Spring 2017 Semester to help improve
student technology.
Columbia’s faculty and staff unions
collided with the administration over pay,
contract enforcement and negotiation and
teaching assignments. US of CC and the
college agreed to a new contract after four
years of negotiations, resulting in salary
increases, signing bonuses and retroactive pay increases of two percent. The staff
and part-time faculty union’s dispute over
teaching rights of staff members resulted
in NLRB and federal court proceedings.
Columbia’s academic year came to a
close with the annual Biggest Mouth event,
which awarded first place honors to R&B
soul artist and junior music major Anna
Agosta. Her band will open for Manifest
headliner, Sunflower Bean, May 12.

Year in review
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Park West
322 W Armitage Ave

You did it! Congrats on graduating! Now come party
with SPB and all your fellow graduates to
commemorate your college experience. We'll have a
chocolate fountain, LED hoopers, massive Mario Cart
and MORE! Each person is able to bring a +1 and
you all get one free drink. What better way to end
college than with chocolate, drinks, and Mario Cart?
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congratulations
to all you
columbia college graduates

now go get a job,
make some art,
or do something

beautiful
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Live like a John Hughes character this summer at movie festival » Page 18
» PHOTOS WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
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2.

Spudnik presses on after 10 years
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
TEN YEARS AGO, Angee Lennard created an
art space to fuel her love for screen printing and provide access for other artists
she thought was lacking in Chicago. The
result was Spudnik Press Cooperative, a
community screen printing and letterpress
collective, well-known as a hub for creativity, inclusivity and constant learning.
The West Town collective, located at
1821 W. Hubbard St., will celebrate a milestone anniversary in June, and founder and
executive director Lennard said getting
this far has been quite a journey.
“I flip flop between doing my thing and
being in the groove and then being like,
‘Whoa, this is working,’” said Lennard,
who graduated from the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago before starting
Spudnik. “The community is always
expanding, but it has not been these giant
leaps and bounds; it has been piecemeal.”
Lennard does not want to take too
much credit for helping emerging and
professional screen printers in Chicago
but admits Spudnik distinguishes itself
from other printing facilities by what it
offers and the people it serves. Unlike
other, more exclusive cooperatives and
studios, Spudnik hosts people who have
never screen printed as well as professional
artists creating new work, which Lennard
describes as having a “cross-pollination”
benefit to both sides.

“We are really open to who uses us, and if
you want to be here, you get to be here,” she
said. “Personalities are left to the side so
everyone can have fun to make art.”
Spudnik’s relationship with nonprofits,
artists and the varied programs and classes
also makes the studio stand out, according
to Bert Green, who is on Spudnik’s board
of directors and owns an art gallery in
Millennium Park.
“Chicago has this reputation for being this
extensive art scene, and it does, but what
Chicago really excels at is an enormous
amount of nonprofit resources for artists,
both in the form of grants, residencies and

3.

access to equipment,” Green said. “Spudnik
is just a small part of that. One of the greatest things about being an artist in Chicago
is having access to all those resources.”
Green, who was part of the art scene
in New York City and Los Angeles prior
to moving to Chicago in 2012, joined the
board in September 2016 to provide direction for the organization, raise the level of

its offerings and connect with the local
printmaking community, he said.
Green said he hopes to assist Spudnik
in upping its game and creating a larger
impact on the national arts scene, and the
opportunity to invite national and international artists to the studio for classes,
lectures or new programs is the next step.

4.
1. The spacious Spudnik studio is covered with
wall artwork from local artists, vintage and
modern letterpresses, screen printers and
a dark room. 2. Founder Angee Lennard and
employee Rachel Foster created a wooden box
for artists’ prints to get out to the public at
events and programs. 3. Spudnik’s letters for its
letterpresses include various styles, sizes and
materials. 4. The Chicago Vandercook letterpress
is a collector’s item and is one of Spudnik’s most
popular press machines.

As the studio grows, so does its responsibility and challenges, Lennard said, adding
that it takes longer to generate new events
and programs. However, the benefit she is
excited about is the collective’s stability.
Dylan Sowle, a local artist who is a member of the cooperative, is a prime example
of how the studio’s stability can further
artistic practice. He started drawing as a
child and studied photography and design
in college. He said he always wanted to do
screen printing. After learning the ropes,
he started making posters, album covers
and T-shirts at Spudnik.
Having access to the equipment whenever he wants, seeing other artists work
and trying new techniques keeps Sowle
coming back to Spudnik, he said.
“They are super instrumental in helping
me keep learning,” Sowle said. “Without
places like that, artists like me would not
have a space to do their artwork. [Spudnik]
does a really good job of building community because they pull a lot of like-minded
people together.”
To celebrate Spudnik’s anniversary, the
cooperative is hosting a birthday bash June
3 that will feature hands-on learning for
newcomers, an art show with more than 20
artists and printmaking relay dashes—the
most exciting part for Lennard. She said
professional printmakers will compete
with each other in ridiculous activities like
three-armed screen printing.
“We are trying to make an event where
if you already know us and are close to us,
you can come party,” she said. “But we have
things planned if you’ve never been here or
have never made prints.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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ANDY SHAUF & JULIA JACKLIN
» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

That's really a wrap this time

I

've always been interested in endings.
Series finales of shows, final movies
in a saga, the last line of a book—
everything that has been explored on the
page or experienced through a screen
wrapped up by a few fleeting words.
The end of an academic year is bittersweet. You're happy to get out of some
annoying classes and be done with
schoolwork for a few months, but it's
also a year closer to the day you get your
diploma and are supposed to have your
life planned out. For some, this year
marks that date. There's a comfortable
feeling forged in a college community,
whether that's through friendships with
classmates, a club you've joined or a job
you've made your home, and the end
of the year feels like the end of that.
Though I have a year left at Columbia—
and The Chronicle—I've been reflecting
on what the end of this year means
for me. Many of my closest friends
are graduating and moving on from
Columbia and the newsroom, and I'm
getting closer every day to that piece
of paper I've been working so hard for.
As this year comes to a close, a few of
my favorite endings come to mind and
provide me with the comfort I need.
"All was well."
J.K. Rowling, "Harry Potter" saga
This is a feeling everyone hopes to feel
when one chapter of their life ends, leading to the beginning of another. Though
no one at Columbia—that I know of—had
to defeat the Dark Lord, change is its own
beast to conquer. Knowing that everything is going to be OK, despite any previous challenges faced and future trials
to come, can put minds at ease as we all
move forward with our lives and careers.
"Who's to say this isn't what happens?"
John Dorian, "Scrubs"
JD was known for his constant daydreams that usually featured celebrity
cameos, unicorn fantasies and an
unsettling number of exploding heads.
In the final episode of "Scrubs," JD is
leaving Sacred Heart hospital to take a job
elsewhere, and he imagines that everyone—dead and alive—who has influenced
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Lincoln Hall
2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
8:30 p.m.
$15, 21+

Wednesday, May 10
BREAKING BENJAMIN

MASTODON

House of Blues
329 N. Dearborn St.
5 p.m.
$91.44

Aragon Ballroom
1106 W. Lawrence
7:30 p.m.
$37.50

Thursday, May 11

his eight years there is waiting for him in
the hall leading to the exit. When he gets
there, he imagines what his life might
be like after walking out of the door.
He's used to ridiculous fantasies that
have no chance of coming true, but
picturing his life with his future wife,
children and best friends, he wonders,
"Who's to say this isn't what happens?"
That's something to live by. Who's to
say you won't have your dream life, who's
to say everything that's terrible right
now won't get better, who's to say going to
liberal arts college was a poor decision?
It doesn't matter what other people say
will come of your life, it only matters
what you believe you can make happen.

Saturday, May 13

Thursday, May 25

MICHAEL NAU

HINDS

Schubas Tavern
3159 N. Southport Ave.
8 p.m.
$15 adv, $17 door, 21+

Empty Bottle
1035 N. Western Ave.
8 p.m.
$5 - $15

FROM THE FRONT ROW

Clean Bandit cellist, percussionist
and vocalist Grace Chatto played electric cello with her band May 2 at the
House of Blues, 329 N. Dearborn St.

"Whether we see each other next
weekend, next month, never again,
it doesn't matter. It's only time."
Brian Kinney, "Queer as Folk"
With the end of the year comes graduation and the inevitable breaking up of
friend groups. No one is going to end up
in the same place in life as their friends
from college, but that doesn't mean anything. The friendships forged in school
are ones that can last a lifetime. Even if
you don't end up in the same city, even
if you spend years apart, even if you
never see each other again, you'll always
have the memories from your time with
friends who were closer than family.
"Should we get some coffee?"
"Sure, where?"
Rachel Green and Chandler Bing, "Friends"
Cafecito, anyone?
zeitel@chroniclemail.com

» ESTHER BELL/CHRONICLE
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Pilsen artist is ‘Here’ with new exhibit
» ESTHER BELL/CHRONICLE

“Candida Alvarez: Here” will be at the Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St.,
through August 6, showcasing the career
of artist Candida Alvarez.
» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
VIBRANT COLORS AND textures
illustrate the life story of Pilsenbased artist Candida Alvarez in a
new exhibit at the Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St.

Scheduled through August 6,
“Candida Alvarez: Here,” which
opened April 29, includes works
from Alvarez’s career depicting
her life in Brooklyn, New York, in
1975, her move to Chicago in 1998
and career throughout. The 60
paintings include political pieces,

After working with Alvarez at
the School of the Art Institute of
Chicago as an art professor and
a dog and her collaboration with spending time in her Pilsen studio,
avant-garde fashion luxury brand Myers said he realized he wanted
Comme des Garçon.
to showcase her work in an exhibit.
“When you are a young artist, you
After 40 years, Alvarez’s career
start to track the things you know started to gain recognition when
like your family, your memories Rei Kawakubo, the founder of
and things close to you,” Alvarez fashion brand Comme des Garçon,
said. “As [I got] older, I started to noticed her paintings and drawtrack the things outside of the ings and wanted to use them for
living room, outside of the home, her 2017 fall menswear collections.
the things in the world that I am
“It was different, it was exciting,”
meeting for the first time.”
she said. “It was great to have the
Alvarez said the exhibit wasn’t work on bodies moving. Often, I
assembled chronologically but used spaces that have bodies in
rather aesthetically.
them, so it felt like it was full circle.”
Viewers should be able to see
To commemorate her collabthe work through their own eyes oration with the fashion brand,
and not be told what they should be Alvarez conceived a new wood
seeing, said curator Terry Myers. painting that made its debut at
“There aren’t labels that describe the exhibit. “Comme des Amigos
her work,” Myers said. “Her work is forever” is a black, white and yelabout making something that ini- low camouflage baseboard that
tiates the work. She doesn’t want outlines the exhibit.
that to be the place where you stay.
“The Comme des Garçon brand
She wants it to transform, that is really gave me a way out of the
why she plays with this abstrac- studio and into the public realm
tion versus representation.”
again,” Alvarez said. “I worked on

a painting that was used for the
textiles of Comme des Garçon. I
reconfigured the painting to create
the pattern and added that as a way
to hold the whole show together.”
Cultural Center visitor Cat Hall,
an opera singer from Chicago,
stumbled upon the exhibit and
was intrigued by Alvarez’s work.
“It is pretty cool that [there is] an
evolution of an artist here,” Hall
said. “You have a lot of different
styles, starting from the ‘70s to
today, and I am finding myself
more drawn to the modern art.”
The exhibit’s goal is to have the
audience create its own experience
while looking at work, Alvarez said.
“It makes me happy when people are looking at the work, and
there is joy in the room,” Alvarez
said. “It is a reflection of 40 years of
looking and thinking about being
in the world. [The exhibit] gives
[the audience] an opportunity to
flirt with their own imaginations,
and it allows them to see how an
artist evolves over 40 years.”
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com

230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL
Near Jackson Blvd.
60604.
312-427-5580

800-421-1899

M-F : 8:30am-5:30pm
SAT: 8:30am-5pm

24 HOUR FAX
Fax: 312-427-1898
www.centralcamera.com

Additional
5% Discount
For students,
teachers and
faculty on most supplies

Offering the “gift” of photography. Photographic headquarters since 1899— Our “117th year”
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Local clothing line: ethical
clothing ‘can be done’
» BLAIR PADDOCK
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
RAHEL MWITULA WILLIAMS’ clothing
company is named ILAVA, meaning
“it can be done” in Hindi.
Starting in 2016, Hyde Park
resident Mwitula Williams, 37,
and her sister, Mwasi Mwitula, 39,
began the business to give back to
their home community in Tanzania.
The online shop employs women in
Tanzania and Kenya and provides
them with income for education,
uniforms and transportation.
“[I have a desire] to connect my roots with the love
of fashion and the desire
to have a more sustainable
economy for women,” Mwitula
Williams said.
The clothing, which combines regal African prints with
comfortable styles, is made

» Photos Courtesy RAHEL MWITULA WILLIAMS

have a skill and talent
said she has been
ILAVA clothing is inspired by African inspired by the sisthat matters and
prints, while still having a laid-back
is useful.’”
style. The store is online, but Mwitula ters’ business ideas.
Williams said she hopes to expand President-Deckford
In addition to
with pop-up shops.
jobs and stable
teaches dance at After
incomes, the
the trip, she visSchool Matters, 66 E.
ited corporations Randolph St., and wants to bring
by talented women, Mwitula company proa
nd a r tisa ns those skills back to her country,
Williams said. ILAVA creates vides the comacross
the coun- Saint Lucia.
a pa r tnership bet ween her munities with
try.
The
company
vision and the women’s skill, other resources,
“It’s an honor working with
combines
a love of [Mwitula Williams] because that’s
she added.
such as bicycles
fashion she cultivated the exact same thing I want to do
“You should see their faces when for students. For each
while
working in retail later with my craft,” Presidentyou show them pictures of the model piece of clothing sold, part
with
a
nonprofit
business model, Deckford said.
wearing their pieces,” Mwitula of the proceeds goes to a charitashe
said.
Williams said. “They’re like, ‘OK, ble cause, Mwitula Williams said.
Mwitula Williams said she
Mwitula Williams said the com- believes corporations do not have to
so I’m not just this hopeless woman
“By buying [our clothing], you
that the world has written off. I are going to give a girl a uniform pany is designed to give women in exploit the environment or employfor school, and she’s going to feel so Africa a head start on employment ees to be successful. It is possible
proud of herself and her identity,” and social responsibility instead to run a successful business while
Mwitula Williams said. “That of producing profit for the owners. giving back, she added.
“In the future, we hope to have
connects with a lot of our customers
“[People tell] me that it would
a
bigger factory where we can be cheaper if I made my clothing
to be able to do that.”
Mwitula Williams said she was employ more people to create an in China, but my whole business
motivated to create the brand economy, where money goes in started because want to employ
after going to Kenya in 2009 in a and out instead of just being stuck women in marginalized areas,”
graduate study-abroad program and [women] are not able to do Mwitula Williams said. “If I do
with DePaul University. During anything for themselves,” Mwasi that, I might as well close my
Mwitula said.
whole business.”
Rahel Mwitula Williams (left) founded
Shakeena President-Deckford,
ILAVA, a clothing company providing
jobs, school uniforms and bicycles for
who models for the company,
bpaddock@chroniclemail.com
women in Tanzania and Kenya.

Discover the Power of Youth
At Manifest Urban Arts Festival

Experience the
“Moving Mural”

“M.U.R.A.L. is a uniquely interdisciplinary grassroots-driven organization whose mission is to unite and
inspire Chicago communities and their youth by providing
transformative resources that are in short supply or
unavailable. Sharing this mission unites communities.
M.U.R.A.L. has partnered with Whole Cities Foundation,
Panera Bread, Chicago State University, Howard University and many others to inspire change in Chicago communities. To learn more about partnerships with M.U.R.A.L.
visit our website www.muralchicago.com”

May 12th
beginning at
916 S. Wabash.
follow our hashtag on social media to find our location: #MOVINGMURALmanifest"
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A Present for The Future
Last chance savings.
Get latest tech for the greatest graduate - take advantage of our educational discounts by visiting us today.
Our support isn’t just Monday - Friday, it’s lifelong. We’re always here
on campus to help, even after you graduate - guaranteed.

33. E Congress Parkway
entrance on Wabash
by the moose mural

techcentercolumbia.weebly.com
312.369.8622

M-F 11:00am - 6:00pm

techcenter @ colum.edu

Must be a current student, staff, or faculty member of Columbia College Chicago to shop at the Computer Store. All offers valid while supplies last. No rain checks or special orders. All sales final. ™ and © 2017 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.
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‘Don’t you forget about’ Hughes: festival 			
celebrates filmmaker
“I wanted to share my passion
of John Hughes with fans who
are going to come and bring their
JOHN HUGHES FANS will be
love they have for him to Chicago—
sent to detention with the
the place where he came to set a
“Breakfast Club,” take
world stage in his hometown of
a “sick day” with Ferris
Northbrook, Illinois,” said David
Bueller and celebrate a
Blanchard, creator of Filmed
sweet 16 with Saman- Here, an organization that celtha this summer.
ebrates fan-favorite movies that
The creators of last
is organizing the event.
year’s “Ferris Fest”
The tour includes a Q&A and
are now heading “The
meet and greet with some of the
Shermer Club: a 4-Day
actors of Hughes’ films, such
Party in Detention” as Andrew McCarthy—Blane
to bring Hughes
from “Pretty in Pink”—and Cindy
fans on a tour of his
Pickett—Katie Bueller from “Ferris
’80s cult classics. Bueller’s Day Off.” In honor of the
Admirers will come
30th anniversary of “Some Kind of
to Chicago—or rather, Wonderful,” there will be a movie
the “Breakfast Club’s” fic- screening along with a showing of
tional town of Shermer— “Pretty In Pink,” Blanchard said.
June 22–25 to live the life
The festival includes a twoof a John Hughes character. day interactive location tour,

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE

» BLAIR PADDOCK
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
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Blanchard said. Fans will be
taken across the Chicagoland
area to see where Hughes shot
some of his scenes. There will be
reenactments of scenes, bringing
the films to life.
Scenes from Hughes’ films
have a universal message
and connection with young people, Blanchard said, because the
films spoke to problems teens
had 30 years ago that are still
relevant today.
“Even though [the films] were
made in the ’80s and are reflective of the ’80s, the way [Hughes]
made them [focused more
on] the heart of young people,”
Blanchard said.
Dave Ensslin and his Chicagobased band 16 Candles will
be performing at the festival,
exclusively covering ’80s music.
The band hopes to take people

back to the nostalgia of Hughes’
films, he added.
“Hughes is part of the nostalgia
of the ’80s, especially in this area
because a lot of those movies were
filmed around here,” Ensslin said.
“[They] take you back to the time
of being a kid.”
Karen Booth, 48, has been a fan
of Hughes since she first saw the
films when they were released.
Currently living in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, she writes
romance novels and has even
named her characters the same
as Hughes’.
“[Hughes’] stories are genuine
and communicate those pervasive themes of unrequited love
and longing for acceptance,”
Booth said. “Those things are
never going away.”
bpaddock@chroniclemail.com
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It takes a village
How parents with mental health
conditions can be successful
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Story by Arabella Breck

Design by Gabriel de la Mora

WHEN SHE WAS diagnosed with bipolar disorder, anxiety with panic disorder and treatment-resistant depression at the age of 16,
Melissa said having children was not something she thought she was ever going to do.
Melissa, who requested that her last name
be withheld, is now a 36-year-old mother of
two—a 9-year-old and a 9-month-old—living
in New Jersey. Her illness hasn't stopped her
from being a good parent but has meant
she faces harsh judgment because of her
condition, she said.
"All they have to do is say those words
'she's bipolar,' and automatically you're
guilty. It is very unfair, it really is," Melissa
said. "[My oldest son is] a happy kid, he's a
good kid and he only had me. I must have
not done that bad of a job."
Melissa said that she has been on disability assistance for her mental health
conditions for the past 15 years, and
it is one of the things that has al-

lowed her to stay home with her children
full time. Yet she worries about what would
happen if she and her fiancé ever split up
because she thinks her mental health conditions could be misrepresented in court.
"It is scary to think that if we were to break
up, he could go to court and just use my disability against me," Melissa said.
Stories of abuse and neglect perpetuate the stereotype that parents with mental health conditions are unfit, leading
to tragic, unfair and unnecessary consequences. "Rocking the Cradle: Ensuring the
Rights of Parents with Disabilities and Their
Children," a report released in September
2012 by the National Council on Disability,
found 70 to 80 percent removal rates with
parents with a psychiatric disability. Parents with psychiatric disabilities were almost
three times as likely to have child welfare
involvement or child custody loss and 27
states have laws restricting the parenting
rights of people with psychiatric disabilities, according to the report.
"Researchers contend that parents with
psychiatric disabilities are overrepresented
in the child welfare system because of the
common stereotype that people with psychiatric disabilities are dangerous," according to the report.
Joanne Nicholson, professor of psychiatry at Dartmouth College who has published
research on parents with mental health issues, witnessed the stigma surrounding mental illness when she conducted psychiatric
evaluations for family court and child welfare services where most of the responsibility to challenge inaccurate assumptions
falls to psychiatrists.
"We have absolutely seen many examples of parents who have sought help, who
have benefited and who have been successful at parenting," Nicholson said. "Unfortunately, those aren't the cases that make
the newspaper."
Psychiatric evaluations are routinely conducted in either a private custody proceeding or child abuse and neglect proceeding
in which the state brings a claim against a
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parent, according to Andrew Schepard, who
is a Max Schmertz distinguished professor
of law and senior associate dean for Academic Affairs and at the Maurice A. Deane
School of Law at Hofstra University.
These evaluations are court-ordered when
the state files charges of abuse or neglect,
according to Schepard. They include recommendations for custody or visitation and
services the parent might need, he said.
Evaluations also occur in private disputed
custody proceedings when a parent's mental health is an issue. Those evaluations are
not court-ordered and would be paid for by
the parties, he said.
The evaluator, a psychiatrist or psychologist, interviews the parents and children,
reviews medical records, observes the parents with the children and reports to the
court. One or both parents may be evaluated, Schepard added.
In this situation, parents can select the
psychiatrist or psychologist to conduct the
review, and if one party does not agree with
the results, they can request to have alternative evaluations done. However, the process can be costly, putting parents without
economic resources at a disadvantage, according to Peter Nierman, an assistant professor of psychiatry at the University of
Chicago and the chief medical officer of
Chicago Lakeshore Hospital.
Bias can creep into the process if the
judge does not understand or consider
the evaluation or it is not totally accurate.
The possibility of losing custody on the
basis of a flawed evaluation is terrifying
to Melissa.
"If a judge or a court is involved, they
don't necessarily understand [your disability]," Melissa said. "Then you're going
to have to see an outside psychiatrist who
doesn't know you."
Nierman, who conducts evaluations in
Illinois, said the process decides custody

according to the best
interests of the child,
but that even when
custody is not feasible, it is still possible
for mentally ill parents
to be involved in their
children's lives.
"I have been able
to craft recommendations that enable
variable contact between the children
and their parent that
safeguard the children and allow for a
real parent-child relationship," Nierman said.
If a parent with a mental health condition
creates abusive circumstances, children do
need to be removed, said Robyn Powell, a
disability rights attorney and research associate at the Lurie Institute for Disability
Policy at Brandeis University, who worked as
an attorney adviser on the National Council for Disability report.
It's the abuse rather the psychiatric condition that should terminate parental rights,
Powell said. Too often in these decisions,
the legal system links mental health and
abuse, when it should be looking at the conditions of abuse.
"I don't believe that every parent with a
disability can parent their children, and I
don't think every parent without a disability can parent their children," Powell said.
"I don't think it is the disability at the end
of the day."
Nierman said even parents with more
extreme psychiatric disorders such as
schizophrenia still can be involved in their

Even though a judge will usually give an
evaluation significant weight, the judge,
Schepard said, is the one to make the final
decision, not the expert.
"Judges, attorneys, we're not immune from
biases," Powell said. "We have the same
biases as society and there is a really significant stigmatization and stereotypes
related to people, particularly who have
psychiatric disabilities."
A 2012 report in the UC Davis Journal of
Juvenile Law & Policy said judges should get
significant training on mental health and its
impact on parenting abilities. Judges should
also consider a parent's current psychiatric symptoms and plan for rehabilitation.
The Americans With Disabilities Act or
state equivalents can also be used in custodial or parental rights proceedings to level
the playing field, Powell said.
"Having a disability and identifying as
having a disability is giving some civil
rights protections that you wouldn't otherwise have," Powell said. "There are a lot
of strengths that come with identifying as
having a disability."
However, the current system does not support the mental health of parents, Schepard said, and a re-evaluation of the way
the system works is needed.
"You don't want parents facing the challenges of mental illness to be deprived of
their children," Schepard said. "What you
need is a system of social supports for them.
We spend the money on the legal system
making the choices rather than spending
more of the money in supporting them and
providing them with treatment."
For fair treatment of parents with mental
health issues navigating institutions, there
must be a destigmatization of mental health

"If a judge or a court is involved,
they don't necessarily
understand [your disability]."
- Melissa
children's lives in a healthy and substantial way through the creation of visitation
plans. That is not possible, however, when
the parent is actively suffering from a substance abuse disorder, but if the parent is
seeking help, Nierman is willing to evaluate
and work with them, he said.
"People who don't have a lot of information
may be exceedingly cautious to the point
that they are making judgments that are
in excess," Nierman said. "The courts may
be prejudiced against people with mental
illness because of a lack of information."

and mental illness overall and support for
those with mental health conditions whether
they are parents or not.
"Sometimes our society feels like the psychiatric diagnosis is a life sentence," Nierman said. "People learn to manage their
behavioral health needs the same way people manage their healthcare needs. With
good management, there is nothing that
says people with a mental health diagnosis cannot be excellent parents."

Understanding
mental health
and creating a
support system

A

long with caring for a chronic illness and encountering
discriminatory attitudes, parents
with mental health conditions face
natural stresses of parenting, said
Joanne Nicholson, professor of
psychiatry at Dartmouth College
who has published research on
parents with mental health issues.
"Every new parent goes through
all kinds of challenges and stresses
and they're exhausted," she said.
"Everyone benefits from support."
But seeking support as a parent is not always easy. According
to Peter Nierman, an assistant
professor of psychiatry at the
University of Chicago, sometimes
parents may not seek professional
help with mental health issues out
of fear their conditions will be used
against them, especially if they are
involved in a custody case.
"There are times when parents are reluctant to get help for
themselves because they are
afraid it will be somehow be used
to against them down the line,"
Nierman said. "There is real fear
that by going to bare your soul to
somebody, somehow it is going to
get out."
Nicholson has been a partner in
creating a national research center on parents with disabilities—including psychiatric conditions—at
Brandeis University called Parents
Empowering Parents.
The Chicago branch of the
National Alliance on Mental Health
offers programs and support
groups for family members of
those with mental health issues
to better understand what their
loved one might be going through,
said Jennifer McGowan, associate
director of NAMI Chicago.
"There is such a huge value in
having a support system," McGowan said. "The supports that
are around an individual can really
help contribute to that recovery."

abreck@chroniclemail.com
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IS NOW HIRING FOR FALL 2017
■

Copy Editors ■ Advertising & Marketing Sales ■ Graphic Designers ■ Opinions Editor ■ Photo Editors
■

Office Assistant ■ Webmaster ■ Campus Reporter ■ Metro Reporters ■ Arts & Culture Reporters
■

Multimedia Reporters ■ Freelancers (any section)

Applications available online: www.columbiachronicle.com/site/employment.html
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audiofile
» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
DAVID PIMENTEL KNEW from an early age that
music was going to be his career. After playing in bands Right and Panther, Pimentel
decided to take his career solo and create
a mixture of groovy, jazz and electronic
dance sounds.
Originally from Port Moody, a suburb
outside of Vancouver, Canada, the electronic
musician wanted to create a name that was
easy for fans to say and remember. While he
was living in Montreal, a friend suggested
the name Pomo, which is short for Port
Moody, and he gladly accepted.
Pomo has worked alongside popular musicians such as Mac Miller and Disclosure and
has produced the hit songs “Dang!” and “Am
I Wrong.” After releasing studio album The
Other Day in November 2014, and a remix
album Tempo Dreams No. 4 in March 2016,
Pomo released “Fall Together,” a single featuring Harrison Brome, April 14. Pomo will
be performing his hits at Schubas Tavern,
3159 N. Southport Ave., May 16.
The Chronicle spoke with Pomo
about collaborating with Mac Miller
and Disclosure, finding his groove as
a DJ and changing up his concert style.

Everything is ‘falling together’ for Pomo
THE CHRONICLE: What was it like
working with musicians like Disclosure
and Mac Miller?
POMO: With Disclosure, I went on tour with
them. That happened because they heard my
song “So Fine” when it came out two years
ago. They were playing my song in every
set, and eventually they asked me to play at
their Las Vegas Wild Life Party. A guy from
Disclosure really liked the set a lot and said,
“Hey do you want to come on tour with us?”
and it just went from there.
For Mac Miller, we started “Dang!” with
just me and Anderson .Paak working on [the
song]. We didn’t finish the verses, so they
were empty and Anderson .Paak showed it
to Mac Miller, and he instantly wanted it
for his album. It was great because it might
have been one of those songs that potentially
could have been stuck and never finished.
It was great that Mac heard it and had the
inspiration to finish up the song.
How did you get interested in making
and producing music?
I grew up playing piano. As a kid, I really hated
practicing classical, and doing that was like
work for me. On my own time, I was learning
other types of music like rock and blues and
learning how to improvise. As I got older, I

» Courtesy RIUN GARNER

started playing in bands, and that was when
I realized I really wanted to do music. When
Justice came out with Cross, that was what
lead me to electronic and dance music.
What sets you apart from other DJs?
My background is more of a musician rather
than a producer or DJ, so I try to include
those as much as I can live. For this upcoming tour, I have three keyboards, a drum
pad and Danny, my guitar player, is coming
with me and he also has a drum pad. We
will go in and work on parts and try to add
interesting moments to the songs that aren’t
on the record versions. I think [doing that]
adds character and shows that we can play
s--t too.
What is your favorite song to play?
It is either “Dang!” or “Am I Wrong” because
those are two of the biggest songs I have
worked on, and they both get really strong
reactions. We change it up live; I like to go in
and edit the songs and extend certain parts
or focus in on parts and make them more
interesting and fun to play live.
Read the full interview at ColumbiaChronicle.com
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com

Vancouver- based electronic musician
Pomo, who has worked with Mac Miller and
Disclosure, will be performing solo at Schubas
Tavern, 3159 N. Southport Ave., May 16.

We made it...
» ARABELLA BRECK

“Break The Rules”
“Green Light”

open.spotify.com/user/
thecolumbiachronicle

Paramore

“Bustin’ Out”

Rick James

Charlie XCX

“Gyalchester”

Drake

“The Edge Of Glory”

Lady Gaga

“Run Away With Me”

Carly Rae Jepsen

“Bound 2”
“After Party”
“Suddenly”

MARKETING CONSULTANT

MANAGING EDITOR

MARKETING CONSULTANT

Lorde

» MICHA THURSTON

» ZOE EITEL

» NOAH KELLY

MANAGING EDITOR

“Hard Times”

Staff Playlist

Kanye West
Keith Stanfield
Drugdealer

“Death And All His Friends”
“Die Young”
“The Funeral”
“Ghost”
“I Love College”

Coldplay
Kesha
Band of Horses
Halsey
Asher Roth

“Cranes in The Sky”

Solange

“Pursuit of Happiness”

Kid Cudi

“Survivor”
“Blessings”
“Keep Ya Head Up”

Destiny’s Child
Chance The Rapper
Tupac
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us OUT

(From left) James Tsitiridis, Wesley Herold, James Firkins, Alexander
Aghayere, G-Jun Yam, Gabriel de la Mora, Arabella Breck, Lauren Kostiuk,
Megan Bennett, Ariel Parrella-Aureli.
»KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

bittersweet for those who have
forged a family with their classmates and coworkers,
and The Chronicle team is no exception. Each semester, Chronicle staff members graduate and move on to
start their careers, and “Check Us Out” is a way to say
goodbye to those who left Columbia during the Fall
2016 and Spring 2017 semesters, or will be graduating
in Fall 2017.
Graduates of Fall 2016 include Campus Reporter
Amelia Garza, Webmaster Lou Foglia and Copy Chief
Abby Lee Hood.
Graduates of Spring 2017 include Art Director Alex
Aghayere, Editor-in-Chief Megan Bennett, Copy
Editor James Firkins, Co-Senior Photo Editor Wesley
Herold, Graphic Designer James Tsitiridis, Operations
Assistant Ethan Stocking-Anderson and Co-Senior
Photo Editor G-Jun Yam.
Upcoming graduates of Fall 2017 include Managing
Editor Arabella Breck, Graphic Designer Gabriel de
la Mora, Marketing Consultant Noah Kelly, Digital
Content Manager Lauren Kostiuk and Arts & Culture
Editor Ariel Parrella-Aureli.
The Chronicle would like to congratulate its entire
graduating staff. Whether you spent one semester or
three years with us, we thank you for the incredible
work you have contributed to the paper, and you will
always be part of The Chronicle family.
LEAVING COLLEGE IS

ARTS & CULTURE
» WESLEY HEROLD AND ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE

» JAMES FIRKINS
COPY EDITOR

T

ea drinkers all over the world—or maybe just in England—
argue about whether milk goes in before or after the water.
Historically, the milk went in first, to sufficiently cool the
boiling water and prevent fine bone china teacups from cracking.
Nowadays, my fellow Brits put it in at the end to get the coloring
“just right.” Most add only enough to make the tea the color of
caramel, because in Britain, someone who can make the perfect
cup of tea is sought-after spouse material. While most people add
sugar, be forewarned: More than two spoonfuls and no one will
respect you. If you prefer sweeter drinks, try a fruit tea.
jfirkins@chroniclemail.com

Ingredients:
1. Teabags (Twinings is usually
considered the most refined).
2. Sugar, to taste.
3. Milk, to taste.

A Mug of Royal Majes-tea

Instructions:
1. Boil water. If you’re using a stovetop kettle, be careful not to
overboil. The perfect temperature for black teas is around 204°F.
2. Pour water into mug, lower teabag gently. Leave teabag in
for approximately two minutes. This is called “steeping.” Do
not stir when steeping or squeeze the teabag before removing.
3. Add sugar to taste.
4. Add milk to taste.
5. Enjoy with a good book, chocolate cookie, pastry or
favorable company.

DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771

PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

$1 American Beer

$2 Jim Beam
Free Pool !!!

5/11 - DJ Tony Remembers Prince
5/16 - Joey Ramones’ B-day DJ Alex
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Your extraordinary
become

40%

off
for Columbia students
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video & blog
reviews

Video: “How a
melancholy egg
yolk conquered
Japan”

“This is Gudetama; it’s an egg yolk
with a little butt crack,” begins this
delightful video about an egg yolk
with a little butt crack. It tries to
explain why Gudetama has taken
Japan by storm, but if you can’t
imagine by now, then give this video
a watch.

Blog: “Crochet and
Knitting Patterns”
Ever wanted to start knitting and
thought it was too hard? Well, now
you can learn: Follow this blog to
get inspired on all of the stylish
knitting and crochet patterns! Hats,
scarves, pot holders, OH MY! Check
out all the different things you can
make and even get started on creating them on your own. Give them
to friends or keep them for yourself.
The possibilities are endless.
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RAPPERS COOKING

SERIES
FINALES

THINGS I WOULD TELL
MY TEENAGE SELF

» ARABELLA BRECK
MANAGING EDITOR

» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Vegan blueberry muffins with Waka
Flocka Flame:

“Prison Break” (2005–2009):

Calm down:

Waka Flocka took blueberry muffins one
step further and made them vegan. In addition to going through the recipe, Waka
Flocka talks about why he decided to go
vegan and says he’s been called the first
“hood, vegan rapper.”

The first iteration of “Prison Break”
wrapped up with a five-year flash forward showing all the characters either
happy with their families, or rightfully
back in prison for T-Bag. No matter how
many times I watch, the end shot of Michael’s grave always makes me cry.

You have no idea what you want to do
with the rest of your life, but it’ll present
itself sooner than expected. Once you
commit to Columbia based on a hunch
that you may like journalism, just go
with it; you’re on to something. Remember that gut instincts—usually—pay off.

Pizza with Lil Yachty:

“Queer as Folk” (2000–2005):

The hard work never stops:

This 19-year-old star says the only time
he made pizza before was when his uncle
took him to work at Papa John’s, but with
his own “Chef Yachty” apron, he shares
some pro tips, including taking out the
chunks in the tomato sauce and putting
pepperoni on the crust.

“Queer as Folk” created plausible exits
for its characters. Michael and Ben are
doing well and working to adopt their
teenage ward; Emmett didn’t get back together with his closeted, football player
boyfriend; and Brian and Justin decided
not to get married, so Justin could pursue his dreams in another city.

It’s not in your nature to stop an assignment or story until it’s finished, especially when the topic is something you’re
passionate about. While this means the
grind is never ending, keep pushing. On
the horizon awaits a full-time job lined
up before graduation, proving that your
heavy workload will pay off in dividends.

“White Collar” (2009–2014):

Still make time for fun:

In the final season, viewers try to figure out
whether conman Neil is pulling one last job
or actually helping his FBI partner. Neil is
shot and dies in the line of duty, but at the
end, it is hinted that he actually faked his
death, so dry those tears.

One of your biggest regrets will be not
taking enough time away from your
schoolwork to let loose during your first
years of college. Know that you’ll make a
ton of lifelong relationships at the newspaper and in classes, so don’t be afraid to
put off a project for a few hours to go grab
dinner or explore the city with them.

Banana bread with Aminé:
While the sight of Aminé handmixing
bananas isn’t the most aesthetically
pleasing, the finished product is beautiful, including his final touch of grated banana peel on top as a garnish.
Cinnamon waffles with Tyler,
the Creator:
Tyler, the Creator can help you elevate
those frostbitten Eggos into a delicious
breakfast dish. Tyler’s secret is cooking
the waffles in a pan and adding some cinnamon and syrup. So, throw that toaster
out the window and enjoy some waffles!
Mashed potatoes with Snoop Dogg:
This is the original rapper cooking video.
Back in 2008, Snoop Dogg and Martha
Stewart collaborated in the kitchen to
make mashed potatoes. This duo shows
that the kitchen is still the best place to
cook up new food and friendships.

“Harper’s Island” (2009):
A one-season miniseries, “Harper’s Island” was full of drama, mystery and
murder. The final episode answered all
the questions viewers had about who the
murderer and his accomplice were and
why they led all the friends to the island
to kill them. The ending was a twist I
never saw coming.
“Supernatural” (2005–2010):
Yeah, it’s technically still airing, but can
we all pretend it ended with the apocalypse in Season 5?

Don’t take “no” for an answer:
You’ll face a lot of rejection and doubt,
whether it’s from sources or people who
demean your abilities. Keep trying to get
the interview and don’t let not hearing
back from that job or internship stifle
you. Every “no” you hear is a learning experience to motivate your improvement.
Stop tweeting:
You’re not funny, and Timehop exists in
the future. Please stop.

reviews
APP

SCREEN
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scale

MUSIC

RANDOM

MATCH LAND APP

JIMMY KIMMEL’S
MONOLOGUE ABOUT
HIS SON

THE CHAINSMOKERS
AND COLDPLAY

MISCHIEVOUS
CATS

» ZOË HAWORTH
SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

» CHARLIE CONNELLY
ADS & BUSINESS MANAGER

» CAROLYN BRADLEY
COPY CHIEF

Match Land, released April 27, uses a
formula similar to the Candy Crush
or Bejeweled games in which players
swap icons to create pairings of three
or more matching icons. What makes
it unique is its medieval marketplace
narrative. While this aspect stands
out, the game goes through exhaustive
demos, which detracts from the actual
playing experience.

Jimmy Kimmel shared the emotional
story of his newborn son William during
his May 1 monologue. He explained to
the audience that his son was born with
a heart disease that caused him to need
open-heart surgery at three days old. It
was hard to watch Kimmel get so choked
up. He used his story to urge people to donate to children’s hospitals and for more
accessible healthcare.

The Chainsmokers released a set of remixes April 28 of its Coldplay collab
“Something Like This” from February.
While the album is up to par with my
expectations of The Chainsmokers, I’m
pretty disappointed in Coldplay. I understand the band’s attempt to appeal to
a younger audience, but it needs to stop
with this techno-pop phase and start
making me bawl my eyes out again.

It can be hilarious when a feline friend
gets into trouble—at least for everyone except the owner. Sure, cats may
look cute 100 percent of the time, but
think about the serious messes their
humans have to clean up. It’s time to
stop enabling these furry friends and
start enforcing the “kitty corner of
discipline.” I swear, the cat is sure to
learn its lesson.

TECH

SCREEN

MUSIC

RANDOM

MICROSOFT
SURFACE LAPTOP

WHITE HOUSE
CORRESPONDENTS’
DINNER

HARRY STYLES’
‘SWEET CREATURE’

FINALS WEEK

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

» MICHA THURSTON
MARKETING CONSULTANT

» LAUREN CARLTON
COPY EDITOR

The Surface Laptop, scheduled for sale in
June, is Microsoft’s attempt at competing
with Google’s Chromebooks. Running on
a streamlined operating system, the laptop by default only allows apps from Microsoft’s own app store, so performance
remains quick and consistent over the laptop’s lifespan. However, users do have the
option to upgrade the OS if the ability to
download outside applications is desired.
But the burgundy colorway is gorgeous.

“Daily Show” correspondent Hasan Minhaj
gave the opening monologue at this year’s
correspondents’ dinner April 29. Though
he told a few flops, his jokes aimed at fellow
news organizations and the president were
hilarious. His remarks were not well-received by those in attendance, as most of
them didn’t seem to get the jokes that were
perhaps aimed at too young of an audience—or they just had a problem laughing at
themselves and the current political state..

Former One Direction member Harry
Styles is continuing to distance himself
from the pop music genre as he released
his second single “Sweet Creature” May
2 for his debut eponymous album, set
to be released May 12. The song is simple and, like its title, sweet to listen to.
It pairs the sound of twangy folk music
with the style of an oldies love song that
results in an overall relaxing feeling and
sense of happiness.

Finals week is every students’ nightmare. On top of an already busy work
schedule, students have to worry about
projects and papers that may take
weeks to complete. This is in addition
to cramming to study for final exams.
Sometimes it’s a student’s last chance
to pass a class or turn their grade from a
B to an A. Most students depend on the
gift of caffeine to help get them through
the week and maintain a good GPA.
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Wish List for 2017–2018: Columbia needs
to re-evaluate identity, communication

T

he current academic year at
Columbia has had great triumphs
and stressful losses. As the Spring
2017 Semester and academic year draw
to a close, the administration needs to
reflect upon its decisions to better prepare
and encourage students for the future.
Because of the country’s political
state and nationwide uncertainty, the
college has held important campus
talks this semester, such as the immigration crash course titled “Critical
Questions: What is Immigration Like
Today?” which addressed fears triggered
by President Donald Trump’s crackdown on undocumented immigrants
and visa holders, as reported March 6
by The Chronicle. However, communication between students and the
administration remains an issue.
The administration should continue to
expand those discussions; it needs to be
more aware of the topics students want
to talk and learn about. Administrators

must engage with students beyond a cursory email or campus discussion. A good
example of campus communication was
the email President and CEO Kwang-Wu
Kim sent to students after Trump was
elected, which reminded students of
the school’s inclusiveness and offered
support to those emotionally affected.
Still, students often feel neglected or are
forced to hunt for answers when people
who are supposed to help them, instead,
misdirect them. Not to mention, students
would like to see problems resolved, or
resolutions they suggest be implemented.
Forums and assemblies such as campus talks offer a chance for learning and
interacting with fellow students, but few
people have been attending these events,
as reported April 24 by The Chronicle.
The lack of attendance highlights a
deteriorating sense of community and
interest in what’s happening around
campus. Students deserve to feel as if
they are a part of a community, especially

Trump isn’t protecting
America from the real danger

P

resident Donald Trump’s
comments regarding a “major,
major” conflict with North
Korea April 28 have triggered a
discussion about nuclear war and
American’s relations with the country.
Trump noted a peaceful conclusion would be “very difficult.”
Tension between the U.S. and
North Korea has escalated in recent
weeks, after concerns were raised
about North Korea’s advancing weapons program. U.S. Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson told the U.N. Security
Council it was “likely only a matter of
time before North Korea develops the
capability to strike the U.S. mainland.”

It’s no secret that Trump can’t handle any sensitive topic with thoughtfulness or tact, but he is taking this
issue too far. America could be on the
brink of a nuclear war with one of the
most reclusive countries in the world,
which has vowed to wipe out the U.S.
The almost-daily back-and-forth
between the two countries includes
several shows of strength from North
Korea’s military despite a failed missile
test. The U.S. sent warships to the South
Korean region and began installing a
controversial anti-missile system there,
according to an April 28 BBC article.
Trump’s bombing and missile strikes
were non-nuclear, but now North Korea

because many students aren’t locals
and are unfamiliar with the city.
Students come from across the country
to study at a diverse school, but Columbia
has been neglecting its artistic roots with
new, more general marketing. Columbia
can’t be presented as a school for everyone
because it’s a niche school. This is an
urban campus with unique majors, including theatre technology, comedy writing
and performance, and social media and
digital strategies. The college’s identity
is becoming blurred as administrators
focus more on finances than students.
Since the departure of Mark Kelly, former vice president of Student Success, the
lively, colorful identity seen in Wabash
Arts Corridor murals has seemingly
vanished. Students deserve more than
spiraling tuition and cuts in budgets for
specialized classes in their majors, and
it’s time the administration fixes that.
The administration’s inaccessibility is
another issue. This year, The Chronicle

has covered campus news—both controversial and noncontroversial—and
consistently has been denied interviews
by the college’s News Office, as discussed
in the April 24 Editor’s Note. Student
reporters are not the only ones affected
by the administration’s unwillingness
to speak about what’s happening in the
college; the whole student body loses out
on potentially important information that
may be missing from a generic statement.
The administration also needs to show
a greater commitment to retention of
diverse faculty and staff. Students have
talked a lot about Columbia’s inclusivity of
all genders, sexualities and races among
students, but diversity in faculty also
needs to be addressed. A diverse staff
is the strongest pillar of Columbia and
losses like that of Michael Fry—leaving
the college over alleged discrimination—do not show collegewide support.
The college can’t afford to lose any
more students and faculty, and to stop
that from happening, it must review its
weaknesses. The 2017–2018 academic
year needs to be better if there is any hope
of raising retention rates. The college
needs to present a united message to students that says it can live up to promises.
editorial

wants to reduce the U.S. mainland to
down on immigration; however, his
“ruins,” with nuclear, ballistic missiles.
naivety about how his comments
Trump has continued to display a lack
are perceived will affect the counof consistency by telling Bloomberg News try and put the U.S. in jeopardy.
May 1 he would be “honored” to meet Kim
North Korea has said it is on the
Jong-un “under the right circumstances.” “brink” of a nuclear war with the U.S.,
The North Korean dictator is known for
and people across the country deserve
ruthless attacks on his enemies, resulting to know how this crisis can be averted,
in uninvestigated deaths of individuals
despite Trump’s probable attempts
including his own family. Trump went
to exacerbate and profit from war.
on to call Kim a “smart cookie” because
It’s time the country finally learns
he assumed power at a young age. Kim
from past mistakes, despite having a
assumed power after his father, Kim
leader who is incapable of doing so. If
Jong-il, died of a heart attack in 2011, sur- there is anyone within the Trump
passing his older brother, whom Jong-il
administration who can handle speakreportedly deemed weak and “effeminate.” ing about a potential ballistic missile
According to a May 2 CNN artiknowledgeably, the time to speak up is
cle, no active U.S. president has
now. There is no safety net when it comes
met with the leader of North Korea,
to a nuclear war, and the risk has the
and the possibility is alarming.
potential to become greater. Trump’s
Trump has been trying to protect
inability to uphold diplomatic relations
people from “danger” by cracking
is putting the country in real danger.
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Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
have strong beliefs about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2,
you’ll find a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear
from you. —The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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It was more
than a
newsroom
» lauren kostiuk

DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

ive semesters, three positions,
96 bylines, 70 production
days and hundreds of interviews, but only one newsroom.
Since high school, newsrooms
have always been like a home to me.
There is something comforting and
familiar about them and the people
who occupy them. In high school, I
would eat my lunch in the newsroom
and spend time after school doing
homework there. I always knew I
wanted to be a journalist, and the
newsroom gave me the space to do that.
When I graduated high school, I
had to say goodbye to the newsroom, and in a way, I felt homeless.
It wasn’t until I came to Columbia
that I found a new home—one where
I had my very own phone and desk,
which was very exciting at the time.
I remember the first time walking
through The Chronicle’s double doors
as a freshman and feeling very intimidated. In high school, I was always a big
fish in a small pond, but here I started

as a nobody. My first position was campus reporter for two semesters. I then
moved up to campus editor and then
spent a year as digital content manager.
It wasn’t an easy ride. I made
plenty of amateur mistakes but
also had many rewarding successes. Some days I wanted to curl
up under my desk, and other days
I couldn’t stop laughing with my
coworkers. The Chronicle made me
grow as a reporter and as a person.
I covered the NFL Draft as a
sophomore and reported at the
Presidential Inauguration and
Women’s March from Washington
D.C. my senior year. I was able to be
shoulder-to-shoulder with reporters
from CNN and the New York Times.
I have been inspired by many talented coworkers, but there have been
three who have been with me until
the end: Meg, Arabella and Zoë. You
guys are like my sisters. We may
bicker sometimes, but I know you
guys will always have my back.

To my advisers, thank you for your
neverending support and valuable
insight. Chris, I admire you so much for
your self lessness. You were always like
a college dad to me. Len and Stephanie,
thank you for your advice and wealth
of knowledge—also the doughnuts.
To my mom and dad, thank you for
believing in me and letting me go to a
big city to attend a liberal arts school
and do what I love. No one inspires
me to succeed more than you guys.
It is very likely I spent more time in
the newsroom than in my apartment,
but many of my favorite college memories were made here. I’ll miss being
asked if I want to go to Cafecito or
having office supplies thrown at my
head because my music was too loud.
As I walk out The Chronicle’s doors
for the last time, I might feel homeless
again without a newsroom to seek comfort in—but one thing is for sure—The
Chronicle will always be a home to me.
lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com

student poll

What do you
think about the
upcoming student
resource center?

“I don’t think we need it because we
have enough buildings already.”
andrew knox

senior audio arts and
acoustics major

W
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A home away
from home
» james firkins
COPY EDITOR

hen I first arrived in America,
I was speechless. While that
was in part an effect of the
tall buildings, it was due largely to the
fact I had lost my voice from singing at
the going-away party I had a couple days
before. Needless to say, my worries about
being on the other side of the planet from
my U.K. home, by myself, were exacerbated. The problems didn’t end there, either.
Alongside my homesickness, constant
sideway glances at my dwindling bank
balance—Chicago is expensive—and
the need to explore and “own” my environment, I had to manage four classes,
find some friends and deal with a slew
of administrative issues. Instead of the
“amazing experience” my friends promised me it would be, I found myself faced
with some of the hardest challenges of my
life so far. In short, it wasn’t a holiday.
After weeks of stubborn battling, I
found some successes: I made progress
with my problems, I began to make
friends, and I landed a job as a copy editor
at The Chronicle. I immediately contacted my family and friends at home, telling

rachel powell

junior American Sign
Language–English
interpretatoion major

“It looks really beautiful in design
[but] expensive.”
them proudly that about one month into
my “American adventure,” I had gained
relevant employment and my name could
be found in print across the city of Chicago. That’s about the time it all got too
much, and I blacked out and collapsed,
waking up in the hospital to an expensive
bill, split head and black eye.
I fought on until my problems finally
became insurmountable. I sat at my desk,
having exhausted all possibilities but a
last-ditch effort, and approached my manager to ask for the afternoon off, explaining the situation. I didn’t get the afternoon
off in the end but instead found myself
offered an invaluable and unwavering
support that continues unquestioningly.
Throughout my two-semester stay in
Chicago, I have found The Chronicle to be
a great source of significance and security. I have made amazing friends here,
finding my time in this unusual culture
comforting and filled with laughter, from
jokingly mocking one another for how
things are pronounced, to offers of various
American foods—Shamrock Shakes,
anyone?—to insightful conversations and

“It’s a good idea since we have such a
spread-out campus.”
gabriele jones

sophomore advertising
major

a job that I’m incredibly proud to own,
creating the No. 1 non-daily college newspaper in Illinois.
My time in Chicago has been of incredible value, and in ways that I’m sure I will
realize better in the future, from covering
the Cubs’ first World Series win in 108
years, to the most shocking presidential
election of recent years; from a Christmas
in New York, to a Thanksgiving in the
suburbs; from an insane weekend trip
driving to Toronto and back, to exploring
Chicago’s many neighborhoods; from all
the once-in-a-lifetime concerts to simple,
sunny days at the zoo—every moment has
been enhanced by America’s most amazing people, and the knowledge that my
work at The Chronicle makes a difference.
The problems I faced when I arrived
seem insignificant now. I’ve grown exponentially, and I’m excited to learn what
is next because I’m certain I can meet it
head on. Although I might not have said so
on the busiest production day, I will miss
working at The Chronicle.
jfirkins@chroniclemail.com
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Uncovering
uncertainty
» ethan stocking-anderson
OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

P

eople often remark on how small
the world is. They don’t really
mean to downplay the massiveness of our planet, unless of course they
editorial cartoon

Metamorphosis
» james tsitiridis

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
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are card-carrying members of the Flat
Earth Society, in which case they’re
probably being a bit tongue-in-cheek.
What most people mean, though, is that
we’re all much closer to one another
than we think. Sure we are, but the
world isn’t small at all, and we take
for granted just how much there is
out there. That isn’t usually the most
comforting thing. The world we are
entering is filled with uncertainties
and hesitation. So how do we go about
navigating this complicated mess?
The Chronicle is the only place I’m
aware of where you can gain access to
such an amazing reservoir of talent, and
from such extensive fields. It seems to
me that Columbia students and faculty

remains the prime example of a truly
collaborative student network with all
sorts of different majors: film, illustration, advertising, photography and journalism, to name a few. Everyone I’ve met
has had invaluable wisdom to share with
me. Dipping your toe into other people’s
skillsets is a great way to become more
well-rounded, but it’s also the perfect
way to humble yourself into admitting
exactly how much you don’t know.
By discovering where your uncertainties lie, you learn new ways to grow. I
tend to have a hard time devoting myself
to just one subject for too long. I came
to Columbia as a film major, eventually
minoring in music business. By the
time I began my second year, a strange

Dipping your toe into other people’s skillsets is a great
way to become more well-rounded, but it’s also the perfect way to humble yourself into admitting what you
don’t know.
tend to stick to their own departments,
resulting in a compartmentalization
of talent. I’ve seen admirable efforts
to counteract this, but The Chronicle

impulse to work for a living landed me
at The Chronicle. I developed a skill for
film criticism there, but it wasn’t long
before my increasing interests toward

the odd subjects of geography, vexillology—the study of flags—finance and
economics started to bleed into my contributions to the newspaper. With each
new focus, I’ve learned to branch out in a
way that I wouldn’t have done otherwise,
broadening my horizons while coming
to grips with where my limitations are
and how I can surpass them. I couldn’t
have stepped out of my comfort zone and
accomplished that without my awe-inspiring coworkers at The Chronicle,
our mercilessly kind General Manager
Chris Richert, or the unrelenting
support from my friends and family.
I don’t doubt that I’ve willingly
held myself back in the past for fear of
uncertainty. Had I known then what I
know now, I wouldn’t have allowed that
hesitation to get in the way of moving
forward with my aspirations. Those
of us graduating are about to embark
upon a huge undertaking. Most of us
have a good idea of what we’re out to
achieve, and we may have even secured
our first step to getting there—but
uncertainty is still there. Don’t let it be
an obstacle; instead, let it be a motivating force for development and growth.
estockinganderson@chroniclemail.com
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Hundreds gather in Federal Plaza for May Day rally » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

Kim Foxx acts on campaign
promises for reform

» ERIC BRADACH
METRO EDITOR

COOK COUNTY STATE’S Attorney Kim Foxx
has drafted legislation to create an additional layer of investigations in fatal, officer-involved shootings.
Foxx, along with the help of state lawmakers in the House and Senate, have attached
amendments to previously introduced legislation that would designate a special prosecutor from the Illinois Office of the State’s
Appellate Prosecutor in cases of fatal, officer-involved shootings. If state’s attorney’s
investigations of an officer-involved death
do not result in criminal charges, the special
prosecutor would review the investigation to
make their own recommendation, according
to state legislation records.
In an April 27 press release that announced
Foxx’s proposal, she said adding an independent, second review process will help
reassure the community that evidence is
weighed carefully without any political
considerations.
“While I believe wholeheartedly my administration’s handling of fatal officer-involved
shooting cases has demonstrated our ability
to act promptly and fairly, I also recognize
how important it is to rebuild trust and put
structures in place that help ensure the integrity of the process,” Foxx said in her office’s
press release.
Foxx was not available for comments as
of press time.
The proposed legislation would only apply
to counties exceeding a population of three
million, of which Cook County is the only one.
Foxx would also have to recuse herself should
the special prosecutor reach a different conclusion from her office, the legislation states.
State Rep. Elaine Nekritz, D-Buffalo Grove,
who is a sponsor of the original House bill,
said the additional amendment does not
change her position.
“There are challenges that state’s attorneys
can face when asked to investigate and prosecute the police they work with everyday,”
Nekritz said. “Foxx ran on this as part of her
platform. It seems to be widely accepted by
the public and seems like a good idea to me.”
If approved, the proposal could help create
more trust in the process of investigating
officer-involved shootings, Nekritz said. The
Oct. 20, 2014, death of 17-year-old Laquan

McDonald by Chicago Police Officer Jason
Van Dyke created more mistrust in the city,
and an independent party to investigate these
cases might be seen in a positive light by the
community, she added.
Sharone Mitchell, a former public defender
and program director at the Illinois Justice
Project, said the proposal can eliminate the
potential appearance of conflict of interest
between the state’s attorney and law enforcement. A state’s attorney’s office must have a
close relationship with the police department
in order to work efficiently, and there is no
way around it, he added.
“It’s a natural conflict of interest,” Mitchell
said. “Getting a third party in there to handle
these cases that aren’t as close to the police
department is a welcome change. [However,]
it’s not the full solution.”
Mitchell—whose nonprofit policy organization supports criminal justice reform and
community safety policies—said applying
this measure to all cases in which the police
officer is the defendant should be considered
and would be a proper next step toward the
community’s requests for reform.
However, Damon Williams—co-director
of #LetUsBreathe Collective, an activist
organization seeking police accountability—said he appreciates Foxx’s efforts but
has doubts whether it will be effective in
increasing accountability when police

officers are accused of
misconduct. He said
other avenues to create community trust
should be explored.
“If you’re really trying
to rebuild trust within the
community, you should give
the community what they
want and help fight for a democratically elected council that
handles cases of police violence and
accountability,” Williams said.
True accountability processes should be
transparent, accessible and simple, Williams
said, adding that the current system is intentionally bureaucratic and complicated in
order to appease the police union and avoid
community oversight.
“When I hear slogans like, ‘Rebuild trust
between the community and police,’ I would
like to know whatever they are talking about,”
Williams said. “The community has been
demanding for generations for community
control for accountability [in] instances of
police violence.”
While accountability is possible in an individual case-by-case, the police union has
too much power to be affected by the state’s
attorney’s office, Williams said.
“I don’t believe anybody within the
[Fraternal Order of Police] structure is going

» F ILE PHOTO
Cook County State’s Attorney Kim Foxx announced
legislation April 27 for a second reviewer in fatal,
officer-involved shootings.

to do anything to hold police accountable,”
Williams said.
However, Mitchell said this proposal
should be looked at as a strong step forward.
While not aware of the number of officer-involved death shootings outside Cook County,
he added that expanding these procedures
statewide should be considered.
“[The Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office
and Chicago Police Department] has a lot of
work to do in terms of gaining the community’s trust,” Mitchell said. “We can’t assume
this is a be-all, end-all—that reform doesn’t
start and end with this act. But it seems like
things are moving in the right direction.”
ebradach@chroniclemail.com

PROPOSED SPECIAL PROSECUTOR PROCEDURE

Fatal officer-involved
shooting incident

State appellate prosecutor conducts
review of investigation should no
criminal charges be issued

Cook County State’s
Attorney Office
investigates incident

State’s attorney recuse
themself should special
prosecutor reach a
different conclusion

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE
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IN 500 WORDS OR LESS

»ARABELLA BRECK

MANAGING EDITOR

Turns out, you can pick your family

O

n my daily commute, I walk
past an abandoned school. The
yard has always had grass
growing, but recently, bright yellow
dandelions started popping up.
These flowers were some of my favorites when I was a kid. I was especially fascinated by how the flowers changed into
white, fluffy seed heads. I’m not sure who
told me you could blow the seeds off the
stem and make a wish, but I spent hours
hunting for the flowers in the backyard,
making wishes.
Not long after my days making dandelion wishes, at the age of 12, I decided
I wanted to be a journalist. I was likely
influenced by my dad, who has worked as
a journalist and whose work I have always
admired. Once I made my decision, I went
for it and had my first article published in
a local newspaper in 2009.
Fast forward to my senior year of high
school, and my dream became clouded.
My self-esteem was at an all-time low.
Anxiety and depression made it a struggle
to do the most basic things, and finishing
high school felt insurmountable.
But I started going to therapy and graduated and my therapist recommended
that I apply to Columbia. With the unwavering support of my family, for which I
can never thank them enough, I moved to
Chicago in the fall.
At this college, I found a few people I
liked—namely Kat Hassler, Blake Fortin
and Connor Seivert—and they became my
closest confidantes. I am eternally thankful for the gifts and lessons that have
come from those friendships.
Columbia also gave me inspiration. One
of my first journalism professors pulled
me aside one day after class to tell me he
thought I had a knack for the profession
and encouraged me to apply to work at the
college newspaper. His words served as
one of my first motivators to stay in journalism school and have stayed with me.
Working with The Chronicle as a
contributing writer, campus reporter,
opinions editor and now managing
editor has been an incredible part of my
development, but I can be too quiet in my
appreciation for what The Chronicle has
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contributed to my life, especially to the
very people I spend almost every day
working with.
When I talk to other people outside
the walls of the newsroom about the
staff, I sound like a bragging soccer mom
embarrassing her kids. The reporters,
photographers, graphic designers, copy
editors, advertising sales representatives, operations staff, management
team and faculty advisers all have enviable, valuable skills, and they have all
made my life invariably better.
My ultimate goal has been to cover
conflict zones as an international correspondent. Sometimes it is difficult
to consider that career path when you
have to constantly leave behind places
you love. As I prepare to leave The
Chronicle, Columbia and possibly even
Chicago in the future, I wonder how you
can stay connected to places, especially
ones that mean so much to you.
I will always be thankful for my
family. My mom has been a constant
supporter, as has my dad, my sister, my
grandparents and my extended family
in Evanston. However, at Columbia and
at The Chronicle, I learned that I can
find a family wherever I am.
I am not sure exactly what I wished
for on those dandelions way back when,
but I know I wanted to be happy. I’m
sure at the time I wanted some skipping
through fields, singing-songs fantasy,
but I have found something much more
meaningful—understanding, acceptance, love and support.
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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John Kasich criticizes
Trump, Congress
PARTISAN POLITICS IN Congress and
President Donald Trump’s policies
are destructive to political unity
in the U.S., said Ohio Gov. John
Kasich at a May 1 University of
Chicago discussion.
“I am not supporting any politician from here until the day [I die]
that is negative,” said Kasich, one
of few Republican leaders to not
endorse Trump.
In a discussion about Kasich’s
new book, “Two Paths: America
Divided or United,” at the
International House, 1414 E. 59th
St., Kasich explained his policy
plan, and his concerns about partisan politics and Trump’s policies.
“I am carving my own agenda,”
Kasich said. “This is the way
that we ought to operate—fiscal

responsibility, leave no one behind,
care about the environment and
have a muscular foreign policy
without getting in the middle of
civil wars. I am very happy with
the way I am doing things.”
Kasich was the last candidate
to drop out of the 2016 Republican
presidential primary and recently
criticized Trump’s first 100 days in
office for continuing the election’s
divisive rhetoric.
Kasich said he disagrees with
Trump’s healthcare reform and
immigration policies—especially
those affecting Mexican immigrants who have productively lived
in the U.S. for an extended period
of time.
The deep partisanship of “eroding” political parties is only adding to the country’s negativity
because neither the Republican
nor Democratic parties have the

Gov. John Kasich said he opposes President Trump’s immigration policies and healthcare reform at a May 1 discussion while
promoting his new book,“Two Paths: America Divided or United.”

poor, disadvantaged or disabled as
a priority, Kasich added.
These concerns, along with gerrymandering and foreign relations
with North Korea and Iran, were
discussed both at the event and in
Kasich’s book, which documents

personal campaign trail experiences and issues a call for civility
and unity.
“We are not treating the least of
those, and I’m not sure if they are
the least of those in the eyes of the
Lord, with the kind of respect to not

run over them when politics gets
tough,” he said.
Christopher Zieja, an independent political consultant
who listened to Kasich’s speech,
said the politician dodged many
of the audience questions, did

SEE KASICH, PAGE 39

» CAROLINE BOWEN
METRO REPORTER
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» JACKIE MURRAY
METRO REPORTER
A MULTIMILLION DOLLAR federal
grant awarded to the Illinois
Department of Human Services
will help create and fund projects
dedicated to fighting the state’s
opioid crisis, according to an April
25 IDHS press release.
More than $16 million from the
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services will be directed
to the Opioid Crisis Grant. Some
of the proposed projects include
a crisis line, emergency hospital
screenings and expanded distribution of naloxone—an emergency
opioid overdose medication.
Eighty percent of the money will
go to treatment and recovery services. The remaining 20 percent
will support prevention services.
The projects are expected to begin

serving individuals within the
next three months, said IDHS
Director of Communications
Meredith Krantz in a May 4 email
to The Chronicle.
“As has been the case nationally,
Illinois has been severely impacted
by the opioid epidemic,” IDHS
Secretary James Dimas said in
the press release. “This significant
investment will strengthen statewide services and expand access to
treatment and overdose prevention
programs in Illinois.”
In 2015, Cook County had 609
opioid-related overdose deaths, 403
of which were in Chicago. Heroin
cases accounted for 424 of those
countywide deaths, including 285
in Chicago, as reported Oct. 17,
2016, by The Chronicle.
Dan Bigg, director of the Chicago
Recovery Alliance, said naloxone
is a “pure antidote” that can save
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an opioid addict’s life. CRA, which
teaches about and distributes the
medication, has reached 90,000
people and reports more than
11,000 reversals using this drug.
He added that two other key drugs—
methadone and buprenorphine—
need to be available for other
treatments of opioid dependence.
“Illinois is missing a huge opportunity,” Bigg said. “The only way
to expand [the] system is to make
methadone treatments [available]
for the first time in physician offices,
then loosening the bureaucracy
around the use of buprenorphine.”
Bigg said the majority of physicians cannot prescribe buprenorphine because they have not been
willing to undergo the scrutiny by
the Drug Enforcement Agency,
which keeps track of physicians
who have trained to get a license
to treat addiction.

“We have more than half a cen“There will not be a way to
tury’s worth of data that shows prevent every person everygiving somebody methadone or where from trying or becoming
buprenorphine as a substitute for addicted to drugs, so we need a
the heroin they’re using is one of the system that supports ongoing
most effective, [impactful] commu- treatment and multiple attempts
nity overdose prevention initiatives at treatment,” Hoff said.
that can exist,” Bigg said.
Federal funding of programs that
prevent opioid addictions “absolutely” saves lives, said Chris Hoff,
assistant director of Community
Health Resources for the DuPage
County Health Department.
The county was awarded a grant
last year, which helped to fund
anti-overdose programs including its DuPage Narcan Program—
which supplies and teaches police
officers how to administer the
drug—and has saved 275 lives in
the form of drug reversals since
2014, according to Hoff.
He added that he thinks the opioid problem will be solved through
the work of these programs and
from creating environments in
which people do not feel the need or
are pressured into trying and pos» ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
sibly becoming addicted to opioids. » Courtesy ILLINOIS DEPT. OF PUBLIC HEALTH
SEE OPIOID, PAGE 39

Illinois receives federal assistance
to combat ‘opioid crisis’
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Bril Barrett

»

JACKIE MURRAY
METRO REPORTER

been tap dancing since childhood and is now
dedicated to preserving the art
and shaping the lives of Chicago
teens through dance. The founder and artistic director of the
Bronzeville-based dance company M.A.D.D, Making a Difference
Dancing, Rhythms said he strives
to make a difference in the underserved communities of Chicago
with just his feet.
The Chronicle spoke with
Barrett about his work and the
avenue of opportunity that tap
dancing provides teens.

When I first started, I immediately had a love for it, so my mom
put forth a lot of effort to keep me
involved, learning and dancing.
Like most kids, I started off taking
everything but as soon as I picked
tap, I knew it was different. I felt
a connection and immediately
loved it. I’ve known since I first
put on a pair of tap shoes that
I wanted to tap dance for the
rest of my life.
As I got older, I started to
realize I could express myself
with tap dance, and that’s what
knocked it out of the ballpark for
me. I began to use tap dance to connect to everything in my life.

THE CHRONICLE: When did
you start tap dancing?
BRIL BARRETT: My grandmother always wanted to be in
entertainment, so when she had
children, she tried to get all of them
into dance and acting, but none of
them stuck with it. So, she got her
grandchildren involved.

How and when did you
decide to use tap dance in
an impactful way?
As I started to go into my teens, I
wanted to be a famous tap dancer.
It was all about fame and fortune.
But I had a little brother and sister,
and because my mom was a single
mom and she worked long hours,

BRIL BARRETT HAS

OCCUPATION: Founder of M.A.D.D. Rhythms

NEIGHBORHOOD: Bronzeville
M.A.D.D Rhythms aims
to preserve, promote
and contribute to the
tap dance art form.

» Courtesy WILLIAM FREDERKING

a lot of times I would have them
with me, so they went to dance
classes with me.
I started teaching tap when I
was still in high school, so they
were always with me. But my mom

$5 OFF A D M IS SI ON
wi th t h is A D
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would tell me my little brother To be able to teach and pass on
was falling in with the wrong to young people in communities
crowd, and I realized I needed to where there are not a lot of options.
create something that could keep No matter how big or how popular
my little brother close to me. So or how much money we make, we
I was teaching an all-boys class, will always have programs in the
and I wanted to start sharing community, teaching and exposthe things that I figured out and ing young people to tap dance.
learned along the way as a black
man in America. I wanted to What progress do you see
share, teach and mentor. I let teens making through the
them learn how to express tap dance programs?
themselves, communicate For our program, they have to
and tell stories. I wanted to be maintain a C average in school.
able to expose young black men Tap dance is a very audio-visual
in this country who have come art form, so it strengthens the
from neighborhoods just like I did mental capacity of all kids. Also,
that with this skill set I got from learning the history of tap and
tap dance, I’ve been able to tran- the struggles the African-Amerscend my neighborhood and city ican inventors had to go through
and travel, and I wanted that to makes them aware of how to overbe an option for all kids.
come adversity and find the silver
lining in a situation.
What is the mission of
M.A.D.D. Rhythms?
Read the full interview at
The premise for M.A.D.D. ColumbiaChronicle.com
Rhythms was we have to be able
to expose people to this art form.
jmurray@chroniclemail.com

METRO
KASICH, FROM PAGE 35

OPIOID, FROM PAGE 36

While the Opioid Crisis Grant
program is a good start, Leonard
Jason, professor of psychology at
DePaul University and director at
the school’s Center for Community
Research, said there needs to be
more funding and a variety of
programs given the “nature of the
crisis.” He suggested another outlet
to explore is recovery homes that
provide individual, safe assistance
for those who are treating and
recovering from opioid addiction.

We need a system that supports
ongoing and multiple attempts
at treatment.
“People need to be surrounded
by people who are not using [drugs
and] who are employed, good citizens,” Jason said. “Individuals, particularly coming out of jail, prison
and other total institutions, probably need places to live that are safe.”

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

Jason said the nation’s opioid
abuse problem needs creative
solutions, resources and opportunities available for all who are
affected. Currently, the country
spends an annual $450 billion
on alcohol and substance abuse
and costs associated with abuse,
which is more expensive than the
national cost of services for people with cardiac issues, he added.
“It affects the economy when people can’t go to work, personal rela-

Gov. John Kasich spoke May 1 at the International House, 1414 E. 59th St., criticizing Trump’s latest policies.

not listen to what others had to say
and came off as self-centered.
“[The discussion] was a little
disappointing,” Zieja said. “Kasich
CHRIS HOFF
failed to display any ability to be
tionships when people can’t relate
humble and listen to other people.”
to others and children when parKasich’s perspective was
ents are using substances,” Jason “refreshing” to Laura Piwinski, a
said. “[It has effects] throughout
graduate student at U of C’s Booth
the entire nation.”
School of Business. Sitting in the
second row sporting a Hillary
jmurray@chroniclemail.com Clinton T-shirt, Piwinski said she

wanted to better understand the
Republican Party.
“I’ve been trying since the election to reach across the aisle,”
Piwinski said. “I specifically
wanted to come to this event and
hear what I thought was a moderate
Republican’s perspective.”
While she appreciated some of
Kasich’s positions, she said the discussion failed to cover women’s or
social issues.

Kasich said he had “no clue”
whether he would run for the presidency in 2020 but noted he is as
optimistic today as he was when
he entered politics at 18 years old.
“As much as we think things are
dysfunctional, I know it is possible
for Republicans and Democrats to
come together with some issue for
the greater good,” Kasich said.
cbowen@chroniclemail.com

Ideally located in
the heart of historic
Printer’s Row sits
Hotel Blake, a
boutique Chicago
Hotel. Whether you
visit Chicago for
business or pleasure,
Hotel Blake offers
upscale Chicago
Accommodations
along with
impeccable service.
When making reservations

Contact us at: 312-986-1234
312-986-1234

mention the Columbia College
Friends and Family rate for
special discounts and offers.
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